
 

 

Amendment #3 (updated) 
to the Sailing Instructions 
(12 April 2019 @ 21:30) 

 
Hybrid Pursuit Class (circle 5) 
 
SI 8 is changed to read: 

SI 8.2 Course 1 5.9nm: Harbor start, point to point, time on distance with 
pursuit start sequence.  Start (SI 11.1), G ”25” starboard, pass between G 
“21” and R “22”, G “15” starboard, ocean finish (SI 14.1) 

SI 8.4 Course 3 ocean start, point to point, time on time, RRS 26 start for each 
class.  First mark placard will be displayed as “S” short or “L” long mark, 
with bearing and distance, if red flag is displayed round first mark to port, 
if green flag is displayed round first mark to starboard.  Start (SI 11.1), “S” 
short or “L” long, G “15” port, pass between G “21” and R “22” leave G 
“25” to port, harbor finish (SI 14.4) 

 
SI 10 is changed to read: 

SI 10.1 Boats intending to race shall check in with the Race Committee via VHF 

channel 11 before their start time.  After the first start, there will be no 

preparatory signals. Boats shall confirm the number of persons on board. 

A boat shall continue to check in until it has been acknowledged by the 

Race Committee. 

SI 10.2 is deleted 
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SI 11.9 is changed to read: 

Course 2 and 3 Ocean Start Races 
The start for Hybrid Pursuit Offshore Circle 5 Course 2 and 3 will be in the 
ocean south of the Charleston Harbor channel in the vicinity of the Pursuit 
Race Course 1 finish, approximately 0.5 nm from Government G “15”, at a 
bearing of 175, (Approximately 32 42.28N and 79 47.47W) unless the race 
committee signals the “Lima” flag indicating follow me to a new start 
location. 

 
SI 14.1 is changed to read: 

Course 1 Pursuit Race Ocean Finish 
SI 14.1 The finish will be south of the Charleston Harbor channel in an area 

located approximately 0.5 nm from Government G “15”, at a bearing of 
175, (Approximately 32 42.72N and 79 47.47W) unless the race 
committee signals the “Lima” flag indicating follow me to a new start 
location. 

 
Previous amendments 4,5,6, and 7 are combined in this amendment 
Updated by John Abel, Event PRO 
4/12/19 @ 2130 
 

 


